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=ABSTRACT
In this study -of= the organizational patterns of 46-

United States presidential inaugural = addresses = therewere four
research questions, relating to t e overall pattern o the speeches
and- the internal structure of ideas and topics. e indings indicate
hat:- _= (1) -== 25-of the '46 speeches have three-easi discernible
parts--introduction, body, conclUsion; =seven include a preview
and-revieW of; the main_`pbints= while 23 have a preview only; (3)= few
ave ransitional devices that _facilitate easy reading; and (4) theo ical organizational pattern predominates. =The ==author = concludes
at-despite the =different styles and- themes foun in inaugural

addresses, Presidents, in genera o not organize ese ceremonial
speeches in the manner suggested most traditional textbooks. The
author= ends with his suggestions_ or areas of future study of
inaugural- = addresses.
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The Presidential Inaugural Address is probably the single

most important recurring public speech in American life. As

Walter Winchell has written: "You -could almost write a history

of this nation by compiling an anthology of inaugural addresses."1

Rhetorical critics, however, have generally ignored inaugural

rhetoric as a special form of public address. Apparently, the

only rhetoriCal study of inaugural addresses as such is the.One
2reported by W$lforth. Such neglect of-so important a rhetorical

genre is unfortunate, for students of American public address

rescription

late =further investigation of this im



President and were not thereafter re-elected on their own.) For

the purposes of this investigation organizational patterns is
defined as Wilson--_-and Arnold -suggeSt 'in_ their--popular text-, Pub--

lic Speaking _as-a_Liberal_Art . 3 -Relying on _"traditional": rhe-

foridal theory, which has -rodts: in the-_-earliest writings _on- pub r;-:

lic speaking and which is found-in nearly -every --modern- textbook,_----

they write -that- organization-refers to (1)_: "the -over.!ali pattern

of a speech " and (2) the structuring of= ideas "within -the various
4points of a discourse." The = "over-all pattern" of a =speech= is

its= division into (a) introduction (b) body and (c) conclu-
sion. Internal structuring °

as previews in

as- refers--n

e AntrOdUction,_ Sign

posts- of _-the- three-major:- arts==of--n,

views _in= the conclusion, certain
ing= the body o reference "s standard text-
ook analysis of organization, the inaugural= addresses_ = of t

Presidents were examined '21 order to answer =the following specific
uestions:

:cal= =ways of order-

(1) Can the speech be easily divided into= intro-
duction, body and conclusion?

(2) Does the speech contain a preview in the intro-
duction and/or a review -in the conclusion?

3) Are transitional devices (i.e signposts)

used in the speech, = notably in the speech body?

( =4)= What organizational pattern, if= any,

nates in ==the_bodylbf- -the-- speech?:

hoped that answersf-t-O thesetquestions =enable-US



be more familiar with inaugural ,rhetoric -generally and to know

whether or not the single most -important recurring pUblic speech

in American life exemplifies in practice :the prescription for

organizing speeches found= in :mast modern (and ancient) speech

=

textbooks.
6

Method.- Because of the problems of reliability and valid-

ity- inherent in any -study similar to this one, a' few = coniments -

must be offered at the out-set concerning how the forty.six in-

.
organization but _ -not covered the questions. esults re rted

below were tabulated =on==the= basis-_of= an examination the forty--

of the speech body-May- be subt-le-- (tothe-point sof non-existence)

that even-_a-careful- -reader (much-less-an- au-ditdr) --will -be_-_hardw_

--
pressed- to de-finite-i-pattern- -there --Nevertheless_,-i-re!-

lyings:as- closely-- as possible -:tos the -standardi-articUlAted--,hyi=-_

Wils-on and Arnold,---the-_----investigator-_--has--z_-chosen- -to -base -the- con- -_

reported-- in -this -paper_ arsly. own -observations._

--of-s-of----the-i-Speeches-=-xeltealed=-the-f011owing
results:-



(1) Only 25 of the 46 speeches (55%) can be or are clearly

divided into the three standard divisions most textbooks recom-

mend: introduction, body and conclusion. Fourteen others (about

30%) have a conclusion that is clearly discernible from the body

of the address. The= other 7 speeches (15%) are organized in

such a way that the three divisions (if, indeed, they can -be

said to- exist in each instance) merge together to form one whole

statement.

Three excellent examples of speeches that appear to be

so integrated that the tri-partite division seems artificial

-at- ,bestf-are_

ithoU li-_MonroeIrs 'Fits

examples well-organized a esses perhaps the two

organized ones are those Herbert = Hoover =and = Lyndon

9 , is the only ecHoover s

in the = speech text into_divisions:_= = introduction,_=

have -what we ==mi

indicated above, onl



cow llusion of what the sneech was about. Of these, only two

include an enumeration of points to be covered 'or covered.

Hoover offered a general preview but reviewed his major- points

specifically (although-he did not review them in the portion of

his speech labelled "conclusion"). Lyndon Johnson previewed

and reviewed the specific points of his speech -- the articles

of the -American = "covenant ," justice liberty :unity .=

Some 23 of the 46= speeches (51%) sometype =of

general preview. 'Typical examples are provided in -speeches

more than a century apart. Polk said: "A concise enumeration

of the princiPlesi-121 nistrative

e clearest example =of a general review is the = one artic-



(3) The most categorical generalization that can be

made about organizational patterns in the inaugural speeches

is that: most of -them contain few-transitional devices. Of

course, there are numerous uses of =some necessary connectives

(noted below), but only three-speeches of the 46 contain

numerical signposts in the body-- those of Truman Eisen-

hower (his First) and Lyndon Johnson. Of the three, only

Johnson used "first," "second" .and "third" as indicators of

major points in the speech body. =Some= speakers used "finally"

in the body of their speeches to indicate that they had reached

ast int it is unclear-= elsewhere= in

e other oints

speeches, ==to= some ent, inclu transitions

"also," " e other han owever, very

ew of them indicate-that speakers deliberately attempted to

se these and other devices in such a wa

ech what -_

=make

e auditor (or the reader, in some = cases) to outline the-speech

ixon. :lost =speakers appear to,have been content to let t

asically== =topical subdivision'of the speech body "speak for

office of an inaugural a ess is to give a summary outline o

the= main policies = of = the_new= = administration, = as far as they can

anticipated.' Adhering to that general philosophy, 36 of



the =speeches (8M) are organized= by topics, in one way or another,

One speech seems clearly organized in the problem-solution pat.

tern -- Franklin Roosevelt's First Inaugural. =One speech Com-

bines problem- solution -with a causal pattern -.14onroe's First.

Five of the addresses could, perhaps, be said to be organized

chronologically; Lincoln's Second is an example. Two of the

addresses are composed around analogies Roosevelt; s Third

anthologiiing these eches.

onclusions



ulars to the prescriptions found in most textbooks. Almost-

half of the speeches cannot be clearly outlined on the basis

of the intioduction-body-conclusion pattern, Fewer than one

speech in six includes a preview and review and most of the

speeches do not have clear, helpful transitional statements.

not exemplify the form-al characteristics usually prescribed in

our textbooks: Jefferson's First Lincoln's Second and Franklin

Roosevelt's First all three= of which are not easy to outline.



answer such questions as these: (1) Is there= a characteristic

"style" of inaugural rhetoric? Do speakers employ or avoid use

of rhetorical questions, figurative language, concreteness,

Ifhumor, repetition, special forms of supporting materials? -(2)

Is inaugural rhetoric really ""ceremonial" or is it a "poll-



Footnotes

1Quoted by Davis Newton Lott in his useful annotated
anthology of inaugural addresses, The Presidents Speak: The

Inajlqural Addresses of the American Presidents from Washington

to Nixon (NY: Holt, Rinehart and Winston, 1969), -p.
2 0 IL

D.L.. WX1ferth, "John Kennedy in the Tradition of Inaug-
ural Speeches," Q. uarterly uurrnal of. Speech_ 47 (April, 1961),

124-132. This study, a comparison of Kennedy's inaugural speech

with those of previous Presidents, is primarily concerned with

the length, style (here limited to sentence length) and ideas

en rhetoric critics turn the r attention to Pres



(2) with-held proposal or indirect sequence, (3) open proposal

or direct sequence, (4) elimination order, and (5) Monroe's
motivated sequence. Psychological pattern (1) will not be used
here since its application requires a judgment upon the relative
importance and weight of ideas a factor beyo t _tope of
this pa.per..

6This last question is especially interesting in light
of recent evidence that suggests' that- "one dare not presume

ft.hat7 'good' rhetoric in our day characteristically contains
the verbal, structuralizing feitures textbooks encourage." Rod-

ney B. Douglass and Carroll C. Arnold, "On Analysis of Logos:

A Methodological Inquiry," asatterl heec 56 (Feb*. ,

70_

n this study were found in the
esses from Wa.shington to Ken-

.
y_ came= from:Inaugural- Ade- asses of= =I he :Presidents- of the

nited States (Washington, D.C.-: Government Printing_Office,

61 ) the peeches of Johnson nd Nixon - came= from= the Lott book
. _

-referred--iIo_ above.

-klthou it appear s=-_ _clear-7:that-_the- echet=---reported---in-

-ese tvici sources- are---not-,,exactivaccurate representations of

what---eachPresident-i-mctuallyi said, -they are= used here for two=

reasons_. First, lno more-mcCurate----Written:-accounts of_ the --speethes

=is this -= --paper -- deals, for- the

'most part, -w-ith--45rganization_, _it- is--assumed= that minor :textual

disdrepandies_milli_nott:distort the-Etresults- reported.-_

or-a- provocative :ditcussion,-ofrthe_--probleil, see DOUglass



9Seec,WAlforth for discussion of this material.

10
More speakers used the word "principles"

thft :%*.,zIe of their remarks than any other.

11
Inaugural Addresses, p. 90.

12
Ibid,,:p. 225. Note the distinction between principles,

discussed by Polk, and "matters of importance," discussed by

Hoover. Although they,used different words, as did many Presi-

dents, they actually talked above the same things in their

speeches -- both principles of government and specific issues.

Speech Summaries on Audience Comprehension,, Central States

Speech=Journal 21 (Spring, 1970), 24-29.

ng, do t tend to use in their inaugural addresse3

rhetorical questions, figurative language, humor or repetition.

t, further study is needed.


